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     The methods of Psychological Rehabilitation can be divided into two types. One is the 
methods from medical point of view, and the other is to improve the inconvenience and activate the 
mind and body through the movement task from the pedagogical point of view. The latter is called 
“Dohsa training” which is widely used in the special educational school in Japan. This study 
examined the theories and techniques of “Dohsa training” based on the psychological and 
communication characteristics of children with physical disabilities, and the case study in the 
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psychological rehabilitation camp.
  As a result, I pointed out that the reason why " Dohsa training " more widely used and utilized 
than other rehabilitation methods is that, " Dohsa training " is practicable for teachers in the school. 
On the other hand, it is necessary to clarify the usefulness of various psychological rehabilitation 
other than " Dohsa training " such as physical therapy, occupational therapy, cognitive therapy, 
music therapy and horticultural therapy. And also, it is necessary to create an environment in which 
children and their parents, who are the main actors, can choose from various psychological 
rehabilitation methods.
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を行っているとのことであった。
4－ 2．「心理リハビリテイションキャンプ」の構造
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研究紀要，91，41-50.
日本リハビリテイション心理学会 HP（http://dohsa-hou.jp/）2020年 12月 10日引用
日本リハビリテイション心理学会資格認定委員会，心理リハビリテイション格認定委員会規
約（http://dohsa-hou.jp/dir_jarp_dohsa/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/c_kiyaku.pdf）
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